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Mower

An integral part of lawn care.Electric mower to the online store https://gard-shop.ru/ is particularly
suitable for small lawns and barisades, including your gardens and plots around the house.They are
quiet, light, comfortable in circulation and, in most cases, are easy to operate.Such mowers are
distinguished by their reliability and minimal service.Compared to its gasoline analogues, they are
also more environmentally friendly and differ in less fuel consumption.

During the cat, you can easily adjust the height of the rose of vegetation and grass, and the cat can
perform every member of the family.You can also attract your children to cleaning on weekends and
focus on more complex home affairs.With them it is easy to get into narrower spaces, and their
compact design will not take much space in the garage or shed.

However, if you are one of the opponents of the grass cutting and perceive the landscaping of lawn
as an unpleasant duty, in the market you can easily choose from a wide range of products that will
satisfy all your requirements and become an excellent assistant in the house.

Electric scissors for shrubs and branches

If you grow a live fence in your garden to keep your privacy, or grow decorative bushes or trees,
electrical scissors

Definitely part of your collection tool collection.

You will use them especially when leaving for these plantations and gardens.Even at a lower price,
this tool provides high-quality results, as well as low operating costs.

When buying, also focus on the design and quality of the material.Scissors should be comfortably
lying in hand, be simple and comfortable.Electrical scissors are safe in operation, and you can easily
give the bushes perfect shape.Electric pump.

Even such an assistant can be used in many gardens and maybe even in yours.With the help of a
barrel pump, you can also irrigate the rainwater lawn, which you collect for free to the tank or
barrel.Filling the water tanks becomes easy, or you can connect to the pump sprayer or irrigation
system.

Pumps are equipped with a filter that prevents suction of excessive amounts of dirt and thus
prevents damage to the pump due to clogging.Pump safety features prevent idle strokes, so the
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pump is automatically shut off at low water level.You can also rely on high-quality materials from
which pumps are made.Low noise will cause you what you like

this device.

Single-phase generator

If you have a garden at the cottage, where there is no power line, we have a solution for you.For any
such garden, a simple electric generator is suitable, which will provide electricity even in
hard-to-reach places.You can connect hand tools, garden power tools or lighting for long evenings
with friends and family at the cottage.

The generator will take care of, for example, that you can care for a lawn anywhere.

Each problem in the garden has a solution.You can also find a wide selection of garden tools in our
online store.We will be happy to help you choose a tool that is suitable for you. Mower
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